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OSK Property Brings Colours Of Joy For The
Future Leaders Of Seremban
Pavither • September 24, 2019

70 volunteers transformed two deserted blocks into a bright and lively kindergarten with mural
designs at SJKT Ladang Shanghai in Seremban. Funded by OSK Foundation in collaboration
with KCC Paint Malaysia and Artzland Studio, volunteers from OSK Property and OSK
Construction, along with teachers and students of the school painted the entire mural in one
day.
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This initiative was an effort in building the community of Mambau, which is within the
neighbourhood of Iringan Bayu; OSK Property’s township in Seremban. The volunteers
successfully transformed a 2,024 sq. ft block of four classrooms into a beautiful kindergarten
equipped with new electrical appliances and fixtures to ensure a conducive environment for the
students and teachers.
“Education plays an important aspect in our children’s development, and in fact, it is one of the
basic needs of every human being. We hope to make learning fun and interesting for the students
in a vibrant and fun environment. Most importantly, we want them to enjoy every moment of their
pre-school experience with their teachers and school mates,” said Ong Ghee Bin, Chief Executive
Officer of OSK Property.
We have a list of comprehensive project reviews for you!
“Through the collaboration with KCC Paint Malaysia and Artzland Studio, we made thoughtful
consideration on the use of colours for the mural design as every colour gives different psychology
impact. We hope the mural brings a vibrant ambience for the students in optimising their learning
capacity, enhancing their creative thinking and increasing their attention span in the kindergarten,”
added John Ng, Chief Executive Officer of OSK Construction.
Colour brings joy and fun – We hope that this humble effort in creating a lively kindergarten will
enrich the younger minds, bringing passion in their study. Above all, we hope that this wonderful
space brings happiness, wonder and the dream of unending possibilities for the children.
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